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Overview

1. The User Experience
2. The Dev Experience
3. The Problem with Progress
4. Roadmapping Session
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The User Experience

- icon_mixin (already working)
- bootstrap5_mixin (Using SASS extend)
- foundation_mixin

- Home page layouts
- Header layouts (granular templates)
The Dev Experience

- Organisms, Molecules, Atoms
- Components will have their own plain PHP and vanilla JS (Finna)
- Build tools (package.json)
- Unified CSS experience
The Problem with Progress

- The focus has been on the Atoms
  - icon and link helpers, components

- ...and the Roots
  - build tools, dev experience

Without a new scaffold to build on, the collaboration has been difficult and many important factors – like accessibility – remain theory.
How Do We Proceed from Here?

https://tinyurl.com/vufind2022 / New Theme Logistics is going to be a major factor for v10 development.